
2016-2017 A.P. United States History Supply List 
 

1. One standard composition book, any design, to be left in room  

 

2. Yellow or other pastel color, 8 ½ X 11 writing pad, used for essay tests,  

to be left inside in classroom, may be college or wide ruled  

 

3. Optional - set of highlighters, 4 colors  
 

4. One 4 x 6 index card box with dividers  

OR  

One standard (6.7 x 10.6 x .1) zipper pouch to house and organize teacher and student created study cards (an ongoing 

assignment/project). Students choosing not to organize and maintain tangible cards may create a digital version. 

 

    

5. One box of tissue. 

  

 

 

6. Black or Purple Ink pens, almost all work not completed digitally will be completed in ink!  
Students are encouraged to get felt tip, medium, black FLAIR pens  

for essay writing. Or high quality roller ball. Please avoid ball point.  

 

Optional Multicolored pens are recommended for journal work, again the felt tip, medium,  

FLAIR work best, but there are also nice roller ball multi-color sets.  

 

 

7. Optional High quality eraser  
(This is optional but comes in handy on scantrons/multiple choice tests, because poor erasures may cause grading errors) 

     

8. #2 Pencils to be used ONLY on scantrons… all other work will be completed digitally or in ink 
 

9. GUIDEBOOK (optional but STRONGLY encouraged) 

 
United States History: Preparing for the Advanced Placement Examination by John J. Newman  
(2016 revised edition) published by AMSCO.  

 

This title is hard to find at local bookstores, and prices are high on Amazon… order it directly from the publisher for 

approximately $18 (plus shipping). Order SOON as they will soon be inundated with orders and delivery time will 

be extended (this happens every year after school starts).   

To Order through the AMSCO website: http://www.amscopub.com/us-history-preparing-for-ap-exam 

 

10. Optional NOTEBOOK … Students will have the choice to build an organized, tangible notebook, digital notebook, or 

choose not to build a notebook. For tangible notebooks, students will need a 2 ½ inch 3-ring binder with 10 dividers 

(preferably with pockets and zipper pouch). For digital… students may still need a folder for some items but more 

important will be building files in Google Drive and uploading images of written work as PDFs using scanner 

applications. Students should choose what is most comfortable for them. Because following directions and being organized 

are two essential skills for success, building a notebook is highly recommended. 
 

11. Optional supplies for laptop usage include a USB drive and wireless mouse. 
 

12. Optional BYOD – “Bring Your Own Device”… students with tablets or laptops are encouraged to bring them to class.  
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